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1.99.6 Release (TBD)

- Kite Connector Hbase support (basic read/write and DFM)
- Sqoop Config as Top Level Entity

1.99.5 Release

Feature Docs

- Intermediate Data Format API and custom implementations
- Sqoop MR Execution Engine - API and Internals
- Sqoop Server Internals
- Sqoop Repository API
- Security Guide (Kerberos Authentication) (Server and Client)
- Status of DFM in Connectors
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Sqoop Developer Resources

General Guidelines for Development

⚠ If you are contributing to Sqoop 2, refer the guidelines for Sqoop2 for coding guidelines and review guidelines

- Developers Quick Hack Sheet
- How-to Sqoop Design wiki - Must read if you are contributing more than a few lines of code
- How to Contribute
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- How to Submit Patch to Review Board
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- How to Update Project Website (Post Release)
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